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    Distinctions 
I hate being alone
Proud Chinese heritage
Crime-fighting as a way of life

(benefit for a d8 or hinder for d4 + 1 PP)    

    Affiliations      Solo              Buddy               Team

or               +1 PP
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Dupli-Kate
Kate Cha [known to authorities]

    Multiple Power Set 

Duplicates

SFX: New Copy. Activate an opportunity to add a d8 to your Duplicates Power.

SFX: A Team on my Own. When using the Duplicates power, your Affiliation is based on the 
number of dice in the power rating (one die meaning you are Solo, two in Buddy, three or 
more in Team).

SFX: All-flanks attack. Against multiple targets, add a d6 and keep an extra Effect die for each 
additional target.

SFX: Just a duplicate. If you are Stressed out physically, spend 1 PP to start the next Scene 
without Trauma.

Limit: Coordinated Mob. The Duplicates power may be targeted individually or by the Area 
Attack SFX. Each d10 of Physical Stress removes one die of Duplicates.

Limit: It is still all me. When a Duplicates power die is removed, step up Emotional Stress and 
gain 1 PP.

    Milestones 

  Seen but not heard
 You are uncomfortable being in the spotlight... you need no fame.
   1xp when you deliberately go for the weak enemies allowing your allies to fight the “big   
       guns.”
   3xp when you spend a whole Scene without saying a word or sharing your thoughts with   
       your allies.
  10xp when you step up and criticize an ally openly, or refuse to take part in a discussion.

  Family Ties
 You can never be too separated from your twin.
   1xp when you talk about your missing brother Paul and your past together.
   3xp when you go out of your way to enquire about your brother.
   10xp when you reunite with your brother or give up on your search for your family.

EXP

PP

    Specialties 
Acrobatics Expert, Combat Expert

Expert Specialties d8 may be broken down for 2d6



Biography
When  the  warlord  Fung  Cha  slew  China’s 
evil  Emperor,  he  was  cursed  so  that  his 
seventh  generation  after  his  seventh 
grandson would be burdened with a family 
too large to care for.   Just short of 20 years 
ago,  his  descendant  Tsing  Cha’s  wife  died 
while giving birth to twin children: Paul and 
Kate.  Left  to  raise  the babies  alone,  Tsing 
fell victim to the curse and madness when 
his  children  started  splitting  themselves 
into hundreds of identical duplicates.

Taken into state care, the twins were studied 
for  many  years  until,  luckily,  they  gained 
control over their abilities at puberty. They 
could  generate  and  absorb,  at  will,  their 
doppelgangers.  Taking  the  names  Dupli-
Kate and Multi-Paul  they became a crime-
fighting duo until Kate joined the Teen Team 
under  Robot’s  leadership.  The  current 
whereabouts of Multi-Paul are unknown. 

Distinctions
I hate being alone.  Kate spent most of her 
life with her brother Paul, before joining the 
Teen  Team.  She  is  usually  very  quiet  and 
self-centered, but looks for company all the 
time. She is there for the team, always... and 
can be her own team if need be.

Proud Chinese heritage.  Kate's  ancestor was 
a Chinese conqueror. Her blood is thick and 
powerful;  and  barely  tamed  after  the 
hundreds  of  years  her  family  spent  in 
obscurity. Kate is a dormant volcano: on one 
side  she  is  a  shy,  quiet  girl  that  barely 
speaks up; on the other she can look down 
on the most powerful people on Earth.

Crime-fighting  as  a  way  of  life.  Trained  by 
the  government  alongside  her  brother, 
Dupli-Kate  is  a  formidable  opponent, 
proficient  in  every  way of  martial  combat 
and capable of perfect coordination among 
dozens of duplicates. If you can do it right, 
she can probably  do it  better...  a  hundred 
times better. 

Powers and Abilities 
Dupli-Kate  can  create  identical  duplicates 
of herself and absorb them back. The exact 
cause of this power is unknown since it is 
not  similar  to  cellular  mitosis;  by 
concentrating Kate can simply “split off” a 
single duplicate with the same mass as her 
original  self.  Although  she  cannot  create 
multiple duplicates simultaneously, she can 
then  create  duplicates  of  the  duplicates, 
with  the  exact  limit  to  her  abilities 
undetermined. Each duplicate is capable of 
independent  thought,  feeling  and  action 
though  they  are  psychically  linked  to  the 
original Kate.

Harm and death of any duplicate resonates 
through  them  all,  causing  grief  and 
traumatic feelings in all of them.

Kate  also  possesses  extensive  training  in 
close  combat  martial  arts,  including  many 
forms of grappling and kick-boxing. 
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